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Adobe Photoshop may not come to mind as a program that is
useful for segmenting (separating regions of interest from other vi-
sual information), but, in many ways, its functions can help scientists
gain several end results. These include the ability to fully or partially
automate the segmentation of entire directories of image files, the
ability to better separate regions of interest from background, and
the ability to narrow histograms (making the selection of a grayscale
value less subjective when setting a threshold value).

These functions are especially useful when separating fluo-
rescing objects from the background, something that is far more
difficult than it appears. That's because our eyes tell us when
scanning a fluorescent image from edge to edge that all the fluo-
rescing objects are clearly brighter than background when, in fact,
fluorescing objects often act like spotlights in fog so that background
can be brighter near collections of fluorescing objects than within
fluorescing objects which appear singularly. Add to that problems
with uneven illumination across the field (when that uneven illu-
mination is not corrected at acquisition), and the possibilities for
segmenting or separating fluorescing objects from background for
subsequent quantisation becomes a nightmare. But the problem
can be overcome through the use of one image processing tool in
Photoshop: the High Pass filter. The methods presented here are
equally applicable to dark field images produced from material sci-
ence specimens, for quantization of grain size, for example.

Before examining the use of that filter, it would be best to start
from the beginning of a segmenting process. Here, then, is a se-
ries of steps commonly used for the segmenation of bright objects
against a dark background (darkfield),

1. Duplicate your image so that you don't accidentally save over
the original. When only a part of the image is needed for quantita-
tion, outline area of interest with the lasso tool on the toolbar.

2. If the image is in color, separate color channels. Iftheimage
has been interpreted in color space (RGB color), then separate the
colors into their individual red, green or blue channels. That can be
accomplished by using Channel Mixer. In the menu, under Image
select Adjust and then Channel Mixer. Choose the channel that
correlates to the fluorophore you used, increase it to 100%, and
reduce the other two to 0% (e.g., if FITC was used, increase the
green channel to 100% and reduce the red and blue to 0%). If the
fluorophore is unknown or the fluorescence results from auto- or
bio-luminescence, choose the channel with the brightest fluores-
cence. If uncertainty still remains, the green channel is the default
channel for grayscale images taken with conventional CCD chips.
Put a checkmark next to Monochrome at the bottom of the Channel
Mixer dialogue box.

Why network with the color image rather than changing these
to grayscale? While it's true that brighter colors can be selected
versus the darker colors that make up background by using the
Wand Tool (then selecting Similar under Select in the menu) or
Color Range (also under Select), the experimentation necessary
to arrive at good segmentation can take an entire afternoon, and
quantitation programs typically need grayscale images for mea-
surement anyway.

3. Change the mode of images formerly in RGB color to gray-
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scale. In the menu, under Image select Mode then Grayscale.

Note: Some files may appear to be grayscale, but are saved as
indexed color or as 16-bit files. Grayed out menu selections nor-
mally alert the user to either of these attributes. In the menu under
Image, choose Mode and then Grayscale and/or 8-bits/Channel.

4th or 5th step. Use the High Pass filter to separate bright
objects from background. In the menu under Filter, select Other
then High Pass. Drag the Radius slider until bright objects (which
may now look more grayish) appear most separated from a flat
background, if the radius is set too high, darkened areas appear
under the brightest labeled objects. If It is set too low, objects are
not clearly separated. It's better to err on the side of darkened
areas under the brightest objects, since this image will eventually
be thresholded. All images taken under the same conditions can
subsequently be filtered at the same radius.

The High Pass filter appears to provide a separation of bright
objects from background dependent upon the size of an adjustable
"window" (the size set by adjusting Radius). When the window is
smaller than the objects that are to be separated, no separation
occurs. When the window is at the average size of the objects.or
larger, the window "sees" the entire objects as well as the back-
grounds around the objects.

Note: This filter does wonders for phase contrast images. The
morphology of cells are maintained while backgrounds are made
completely even. You may also want to experiment with images in
which DIC or Hoffman illumination has been used.

4. If necessary, use Unsharp Mask and most the time use
Median Filter. If objects do not separate cleanly, you may want to
experiment with sharpening by using Unsharp Mask. To reduce the
noise that results from PMT's and CCD's, use the median filter.

For Sharpening. On the menu under Filter select Sharpen
and then Unsharp Mask. Unsharp Mask provides darkening at
edges of objects when the radius slider is set to greater dimensions,
what is more important when using Unsharp Mask for segmenting
(though this works best with an increase in Amount). The greater the
darkening at the edges, the greater the ability to segment. Setting
the radius too high, however, can introduce artifacts (it may cause
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Figure 1. Example of settings used for extracting the green
channel in the Channel Mixer dialogue box.
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unwanted objects to separate along with the desired objects). The
sharpening step normally occurs before using the high pass filter.
This step may be unnecessary, depending upon how effectively
bright objects segment (what is determined when the image is
thresholded later on).

For Median Filtering. The median filter blurs details except at
the edges. Thus, it maintains edges while flattening pixel intensi-
ties within objects and in the background. Because fluorescence
by nature is dim, most CCD/PMT systems introduce noise, even
with frame averaging and cooling. In the menu under Filter, select
Noise and then Median. The slider is typically set at 1 except with
visibly noisy images. Median filtering should be done after using
Unsharp Mask and the high pass filter.

5. Threshold the image. Now a grayscale value can be
selected, below which all grayscale values will become absolute
black, leaving the bright objects as pure white. In the menu, under
Image choose Adjust and then Threshold. As the slider is moved
away from the mean of the histogram, objects become smaller in
dimension. The "correct" grayscale value setting for the slider now
occurs about halfway down the slope of the histogram. The high
pass filter has effectively narrowed the histogram to create a con-
sistent slope and to make the selection of a value more objective.
The edges and dimensions of the segmented objects will have to be
compared with the original image to verify that the chosen setting is
correct. Some of the dimmer fluorescing objects may drop out, but
these may or may not have been counted manually, depending on
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Figure 2. Column A shows what results from arriving at a
threshold value from a grayscale image (top). Note the wide
histogram (center) and the uneven segmentation of nuclei (bottom).
Column B shows what results (bottom) from setting a threshold
value after using the high pass filter on the same image (top). Note
the evenness of segmentation from a less than optimal image, and
the narrow histogram (center).

Figure 3. Uneven illumination when illuminating with phase
contrast (left). Background flattened on same image after using the
high pass filter (right).

the human doing the counting. Fragments of fluorescing objects
will have to be considered artifact since these cannot be positively
identified. In either case, the use of stereology for quantitation ef-
fectively eliminates this kind of judgment, but that discussion is not
within the scope of this article, for its use also eliminates the need
for segmentation!

That threshold value may be used for subsequent images,
but it is best to look at the threshold for each image for verification,
in the event of sample to sample differences. Be sure to save a
reference image as a way to test day to day abilities at setting the
threshold. For my own part, I cover the threshold value with my
finger on the screen when moving the slider to see if I have come
within 5 points of the same place. Normally, t find the same value
or I'm off 1-3 points. This variation in the setting can be plotted to
arrive at a standard error.

6. If necessary, fill all but the white objects with black, if you
have selected an area of your image with the Lasso Tool at the
beginning of these steps, you will want to invert the selection (in
the menu under Select choose Inverse) and then fill with black
(in the menu under Edit choose Fill: in that dialogue box, click ar-
rowhead adjacent to Use and choose Black). In that manner, all
visual information is black except for the objects. When desiring
an area/area measurement, you will need to save two images for
subsequent quantitation: one for measuring what you have outlined
at the beginning and one for the objects themselves.

The entire process can be recorded using the Actions window
(in the menu under Window select Show Actions). Click the ar-
rowhead at the top right of the Actions dialogue box and choose
New Action. Give the action a name. Simply proceed with all the
steps listed above (be sure the image of interest is opened before
recording), then click the biack square at the bottom to stop the
recording. Next to Threshold on the list of actions, click on the gray
box to create a white box. That makes this step interactive. Ciickon
the name of the action to highlight it, and click on the right pointing
arrowhead at the bottom to test the action on a new image.

To automate these steps for a number of images, in the menu
under File select Automate and then Batch. Set the Action setting
to your newly named action, choose a folder with images to which
you wish to apply your action, then be sure to make a folder as a
destination for the segmented images (otherwise you save over
your files never to get them back again).

Now that these objects are segmented, various measurements
such as areas, counts, lengths, etc., can be found in your favorite
quantitation program. The image may have to be inverted in the
event that the quantitation program "sees': black (versus white ob-
jects) as the regions of interest. The smaller specks can be thrown
away by filtering ai[ objects at less than so many pixels (you be the
judge): certainly all single pixels should be eliminated. Edge-touch-
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Figure 4. Examples of the Action dialogue box after recording
a series of steps used for segmentation (above) and the Batch
dialogue box (right).

ing objects can also be eliminated in many quantitation programs in
the event that these are viewed as objects which are not positively
identifiable. When it comes to automated counting, decisions can
be made regarding how this should occur since objects often touch
each other (some quantitation program search for an average size
for an object and then divide the sum area of all objects, others
rely upon binary images in which boolean filters are used, such as
erode, dilate or watershed filters).

Often areas are found in Photoshop itself by selecting objects
(this can be done by using Coior Range under Select in the menu;
in the dialogue box next to Select, click on the arrowhead to choose
Highlights) and then looking at the area in pixels using Histogram
(under Image on the menu). On some PC's, it is important to zoom
in on the image so that the percentage zoom listed in the bar at
the top of the image window reads 100%. Because Photoshop
appears to use the video card and monitor as a means for arriving
at pixel sums rather than looking to the image file itself, one should
be hesitant to use this means for arriving at measurements.

When desiring to measure intensities of fluorescing objects,
obviously the black and white image cannot be used. You can,
however, transfer the selection from the black and white image
to the original image. Again, use Color Range as stated above to
make your selection, and then, in the menu under Select, choose
Save Selection. In the Save Selection dialogue box, it's a good
idea to name the selection. On the original image choose Load
Selection under Select on the menu and choose the selection from
the black and white image (keep in mind that selections do not
load when using two Image files at different dimensions). Invert
the selection on the original image and fill with black (as stated
above). These steps—or similar steps—can also be accomplished
in many quantitation programs in the event that 12-or 16-bit mea-
surements are needed (remember that Photoshop requires S-bit
for many functions).

This file can now be thresholded easily in a quantitation program
to identify the regions of interest for intensity measurements. Again,
the mean pixel value can be found in Histogram within Photoshop,
but the measurements appear to rely upon the video card/monitor
rather than the inherent values in the image itself. •

Adobe and Photoshop are registered trademarks of the Adobe
Corporation, Mountain View, CA.
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